
INTERIM RESTORATIVE

Walk Behind Extractors
AV 18SX 
The large 18 gallon tanks and the efficiency of a forward- 
moving machine enable it to tackle even the biggest 
commercial jobs. The upper and lower tanks detach for 
easier transport and the easy-access removable spray bar has 
twist-off jets. The powerful 1.8 hp, three-stage vacuum motor 
provides 135" of water lift and 95 cfm of airflow while the 
130 psi  pump provides 1.2 gpm of flow. The spring-loaded 
vacuum shoe is adjustable, ensuring consistent pressure and 
pickup on different carpet thicknesses and uneven floors. 
For hard floors, the carpet shoe is easily substituted with an 
optional squeegee.

With the optional patented onboard “Smart Kit”, the pump 
can be used as an automatic pre-spray system with the 
chemical injected downstream (of the pump) so only water 
flows through it, preventing any buildup. With the Smart Kit, 
no mixing of chemicals is required and the dilution is always 
correct. It also allows the unit to be used in “low-flow mode” for 
interim cleaning and faster drying times.

Cleaning rates upwards of 4,000 sq. ft. per hour- nearly three 
times that of standard pull-back extractors and with less 
operator fatigue, make the AV 18SX an outstanding choice.

MODEL  AV 18SX 

Vacuum Motor 1400 W, 1.8 hp, 3 stage Pump: Power 100 W

Airflow  95 cfm Pump: Pressure 130 psi

Water Lift  135" Pump: Flow 0-1.2 gpm

Brush Motor 100 W / .13Hp Capacity: Solution 18 gal.

Brush Speed 600 rpm Capacity: Recovery 18 gal.

Cleaning Width 20" Power Cord  50' 

Weight  140 lb Working Capacity 4,000 sq. ft. / hr.

Pump Type diaphragm w/bypass

AV 18SX

Shown with 
optional Smart Kit

 OPTIONAL HARD FLOOR SQUEEGEE FOR MODEL AV 18SX
To enable cleaning of your hard floor surfaces, simply remove the 
carpet shoe, fit the squeegee attachment and lower the brush 
housing to the lowest position.
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